CIS 432/532 Introduction to Computer Networks  
Fall 2002

Program #3 Survey

1. Identification
   ☐ Undergraduate  
   ☐ Graduate

   Name

   ________________________________

   CS Username

   ________________________________

2. Program Status
   Check the boxes below to indicate which functions your program performs properly.

   Functionality
   ☐ Program compiles with a Makefile
   Basic Routing Protocol
   ☐ Calculates the correct routing table at all nodes
   ☐ No synchronization among nodes (only asynchronous routing messages)
   ☐ No global variables
   ☐ Correctly implements the Distance Vector protocol
   Link Cost Changes (extra credit for undergraduates, required for graduates)
   ☐ Correctly handles increase in link cost
   ☐ Correctly handles decrease in link cost

3. Comments
   If your program doesn’t work properly, please describe in more detail what is wrong. Use the back if you need more space.  Also, if you used some special implementation then describe it here.